Let G be a one-relator group having torsion. It is easy to show that there exists a normal subgroup A' which is of finite index and torsion-free.
1. Introduction. Let G be a one-relator group with presentation (1) G -(a, b, • • • ; Rn),
where n> 1 and R is not a true power. Theorem 1 shows that the elements of finite order in G generate a subgroup which is the free product of conjugates of the cyclic group generated by R. Theorem 2 shows that G is a finite extension of a torsion-free subgroup. Theorem 3 shows that G is a finite extension of a free group iff R is a primitive element in the free group on a, b, ■ • • ; G is a finite extension of a proper free product iff G is itself a free product of a nontrivial free group and a freely indecomposable onerelator group (it is shown in [4] that, in general, G is a finite extension of a generalized free product (A*B; U) where Aj^Uj^B, A is free, and U is malnormal in B, i.e., if l^ueU, and bub^eU, then beU). Theorem 1 is implicit in the "Main Theorem" of Cohen and Lyndon [1] , but the proof given here is more direct; it is based on the subgroup theorem for HNN groups given in [3] .
2. Proofs. Theorem 1. Let G be as in ( 1 ) , and let H be the subgroup of G generated by the elements of finite order. Then H is the free product of conjugates of gp(*)-Proof. The elements of finite order in G are conjugates of powers of 7? (see Theorem 4.13 of [5] ). Hence H=gp(RG) and every cyclic subgroup of order n is conjugate to gp(7?). We show by induction on the length of R that 77 is the free product of cyclic groups of order n.
If the length of R is one. then G is the free product of a free group and a cyclic group of order n. In this case 77 is the normal subgroup generated by the finite cyclic factor, and so 77 is the free product of conjugates of a cyclic group of order n.
We may therefore assume R has syllable length at least two. Using the Magnus embedding (see e.g., [3] ) G can be embedded in an HNN group Ô = (t, K; RS, tLt-1 « AÍ), where K is a one-relator group with defining relator R¡¡ where R0 is of shorter length than 7?, and 7_, M are free groups freely generated by proper subsets of the generators of 7C. Specifically, suppose a and b are generators occurring in R with exponent sum a and ß respectively. If a=0then let t=a, and rewrite 7? as a word RQ in the generators xi^aixa~i where x is a generator other than a which occurs in 7?; K will have as generators x¡ where y varies between the minimum and maximum subscripts occurring on x, in 7v0; L will exclude those generators x¡ with maximum subscript in K. If a#0?í/3, introduce new generators z and y such that a=zß, b=yz~* and then eliminate a and b; R will now have exponent sum zero on z and letting t=z one can repeat the previous procedure.
Now an element of finite order in O is in a conjugate of K, and so the subgroup Hi generated by the elements of finite order in Q is just gp(7\^). We show 7/,^ has trivial intersection with L. For, Q\HX has a presentation (2) Q\Hi = </, K; R0, tLr' = A/}, which is again an HNN group, since by Magnus' Freiheitssatz (see e.g., [5] ) the generators of L and M freely generate free groups in (2) . Hence L in Q is mapped isomorphically onto L in (2), and so Hlr,L= 1. Since 7/j has trivial intersection with the conjugates of I, and Hi is generated by its intersections with conjugates of A', it follows that Hx is the free product of conjugates of HlC\K (by Theorem 1 and its Corollary 2 in [3] ). Moreover, Tt^ HA'is just the kernel of the mapping of Q onto (2) when restricted to A', i.e., 7/1nA=gp(7?£:), which by inductive hypothesis is a free product of cyclic groups of order n. Thus Hl itself is a free product of cyclic groups of order n. Now the subgroup H of Hx is generated by elements of order n. It follows from the Kurosh subgroup theorem that H is a free product of cyclic groups. Moreover, if one of these cyclic groups did not have order n, then dividing out the elements of order « in H would produce a nontrivial group, contrary to the fact that H is generated by elements of order «. Consequently, H itself is a free product of cyclic groups of order«.
Q.E.D.
Corollary. Let G be as in (1) . If A is a subgroup of G and U is a finite subgroup properly contained in A, then UA^-A.
Proof. For if A = Va, then ^<gp(£G), so that by Theorem 1, A is a free product of cyclic groups: Since U must be in a conjugate of one of the cyclic factors of A, A\UA^\.
Thus, a group such as \x,y, z;x3, UxU~1=y, VyV^-z) cannot be embedded in a one-relator group unless the given group is cyclic of order three.
Theorem 2. Let G be as in (1) . Then G is a finite extension of a torsionfree subgroup.
Proof.
Let £ be the free group on a, b, ■ ■ ■ . We show that £ has a finite homomorphic image in which R (¿¿ 1) has order n. Let n=pxl ■ ■ ■ pkp be the prime power decomposition of«, and let pk denote pk'. Since £is residually a finite />-group (see [2] ) it follows that there exists N normal in £ such that F¡N is a finite /»-group and R, R2, • • ■ , R""'1 are not in N. Hence, R has order at least pk in F¡N. A simple inductive argument on its order shows that F¡N has a homomorphic image in which R has order pk.
Consequently, R has order « in F¡Nxx ■ ■ • xF¡Nt=F¡M where N¿ is such that R has order p\< in £/A2 and M=N\C\ ■ ■ • n/V(. Clearly, G can be mapped homomorphically onto F\M, and the kernel of this mapping is a torsion-free subgroup of finite index in G. Q.E.D. Theorem 3. Let G be as in (1) . Then G is a finite extension of a free group iff R is a primitive element in the free group F on a, b, • • • . G is a finite extension of a proper free product iff G is itself a proper free product of a nontrivial free group and a freely indecomposable one-relator group.
Proof.
Suppose G is a finite extension of an infinite cyclic group or of a proper free product. Then G has more than one end, and so by [7] , G is a free product with amalgamated subgroup
where U is finite and A^U-^B; or G is an HNNgroup,
where L is finite.
In the first case, G\UG=A\UA*B\UB, which is a proper free product by the corollary to Theorem 1. In the second case, G/Lc=(/)*A/gp(L, M)K, which is a proper free product or infinite cyclic.
In any case, we see that G has a factor group GjP°, where P is finite, which is infinite cyclic or a proper free product. But a finite subgroup P in G must be conjugate to gp(Rk) where k divides n. Hence G¡Pa can be presented by (5) <«,*,•■•; Rk)-
If (5) is infinite cyclic then k=\ and 7? must be primitive by a theorem of Whitehead [8] . In this event G is a free product of a free group and a finite cyclic group; since G is infinite, the free group is nontrivial.
Let us assume that R has been written in minimal form in F, i.e., the length of R cannot be decreased by writing it in terms of a different set of free generators for F. Then from [6] we know that R" (q^O) is minimal, and that if xx, • • • , xr are the generators involved in 7? then the group (xx, • ■ ■ , xr: R") is freely indecomposable.
Suppose (5) is not infinite cyclic. By the preceding remark, it follows that R does not involve all the generators a, b, • ■ ■ , and so G is a free product of a nontrivial free group and the indecomposable group (xx,y,xr;Rn).
Finally, suppose G is a finite extension of a free group. Then ' Gx = (xx, • • • , xr; R") is a finite extension of a free group Fx. If Fx is nontrivial, then by the above. Gx is a proper free product, contrary to Gx being freely indecomposable. Therefore Gx is finite, r=\, and R=x{, e=±l ; consequently, 7? is primitive.
Corollary. Let G be as in (1) . If G has more than one end, then it has infinitely many and is a free product of a nontrivial free group and an indecomposable one-relator group.
An algorithm is given in [6] for deciding whether or not a group given by means of a single defining relation is a proper free product.
